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ABOUT THIS PROJECT

AS YOU MAY KNOW, COVID-19
VACCINE CONTAINS VARIOUS

CHEMICALS SUCH AS POTASSIUM
CHLORIDE, MONOBASIC POTASSIUM

PHOSPHATE ETC. BUT WHAT IF
PEOPLE COULD HAVE A CHANCE TO
DESIGN THEIR OWN VACCINE WHICH

COULD CURE ANYTHING OR KEEP
PEOPLE GOING AND NOT GIVING UP IN

SUCH HARD TIMES? PARTICIPANTS
OF DELFT 2021 HAD SUCH A CHANCE!

YOU CAN SCROLL DOWN AND SEE
WHAT PARTICIPANTS THINK ABOUT

VACCINE INGREDIENTS! 



Instructions

Start with a basis of good sleep, and

slowly stir in your other ingredients:

first combine the art with social(ly

distanced) interaction, and then add the

rest of the ingredients.

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Nina, Organiser 

A splash of enough sleep
0.2 kilos of social(ly distanced)

interaction

60 grams of art

a teaspoon of nice clothes2 tablespoons of good food



Instructions

First, melt the chocolate. Then add in the

hazelnuts and give it a nice swirl. Add the

luck, knowledge, confidence and happy

thoughts. Pour the mixture in a heart-shaped

or star-shaped mold and sprinkle that

sparkles and glitter on top. Let it set and

enjoy!

100 grams of dark milk chocolate 

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Aniek, Head organiser 

a sniff of luck
50 ml of knowledgea handful of confidence

40 grams of hazelnuts

5 teaspoons of happy thoughts
a dash of sparkles and glitter



Freedom of speech

Instructions

Mix freedom of speech and equality, then add

respect to the difference and you have

democracy

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Thomas Ntinelis, Delegate 

Equality

respect to the difference



Instructions

You can mix and match as you please

some good tea

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Pien, Chairperson 

water to stay hydratedA walk outside
snacks

a sprinkle of understanding



1 gram satisfaction

Instructions

Mix the hapiness, satisfaction and acceptance

to get a great feeling and loveley

socialstructure, next you add chocolate and

houseplants to make you comfy and complete

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Thomas, Chairperson 

2 grams acceptance
1 gram dark chocolate

3 grams of hapiness

2 grams of houseplants



water

Instructions

just mix in a sci-fi blender

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Bakir, Chairperson 

1 gram of golden leaf

Thousand dollars
a dash of sparkles and glitter



Instructions

Heat up the chocolate in a pan of coffee with

luck. Chop the forget-me-nots and pancake

plant and roast them with the sunrays. Mix

the patience and 2000 songs in an epic

playlist and pour the hot chocolate over it.

Cover it with the conversations and finish it

off with a pinch of humor!

7 teaspoons of luck

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Joris, Organiser 

3 forget-me-nots1 leaf of a pancake plant
365 sunrays

15 grams of chocolate

a bunch of patience
any number of friendly conversations

2000 songs
a pinch of humour

2 cups of coffee



5 grams of laughter

Instructions

put all into a pot and shake it

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Serhat, Media Team Member

3 teaspoons of coffee

4 glasses of Zoom calls



3 springrolls

Instructions

Mix the springrolls with the noodles then

freeze them and dip them in the chocolate.

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Esther, Delegate

5 cups of instant ramen noodles
100 ML of milk chocolate



Instructions

Squeeze the pieces of lemon and put them into

the glass. Pour in the gin and sirup and stir.

Add the icecubes and fill up with carbonated

water. Stir again, and put in the metal straw.

Very important note: effects only show when

enjoyed in company of some good friends or

family

3 pieces of lemon

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Jelle, Media Team Member

~150 ml of carbonated water
1 metal straw

30 ml of gin

4 medium sized ice cubes

20 ml elderflower sirup/simple sirup



Instructions

Mix the smile with the happiness and then

slowly pour the caramel to the mixture to

give the vaccine some texture. As a next step

add the hours of sleep one by one and lastly

take a deep breath and make sure to have a

big smile on your face:)

one huge smile

VACCINE RECIPE 
by Sophia, Jury Member

19 grams of happiness7 tablespoons of caramel
10 hours of good sleep



STAY SAFE AND
WE HOPE TO SEE

YOU
SOMEWHERE IN

EUROPE!

THANK YOU FOR
PARTICIPATING!


